Introduction {#s1}
============

In previous studies it has been found that the amplitude of the magnetically recorded auditory steady-state response (ASSR) is enhanced for frequencies in the tinnitus frequency region (Diesch et al., [@B11], [@B8],[@B9]). This enhancement effect may extend to nearby frequencies below this region (Diesch et al., [@B11]; Wienbruch et al., [@B91]). The ASSR may be elicited by trains of clicks and tone pips or by beats and sinusoidally amplitude-modulated (AM) tones. The source of the ASSR has been localized to the primary auditory cortex in the medial partition of Heschl\'s gyrus (Mäkelä and Hari, [@B51]; Gutschalk et al., [@B27]; Ross et al., [@B73], [@B75]; Schoonhoven et al., [@B80]). Amplitude enhancement in tinnitus of stimulus-driven activity in the afferent auditory pathway may be interpreted to reflect the workings of gain control mechanisms inherent in the functioning of the subcortical auditory nuclei and the auditory cortex (Salvi et al., [@B77]; Syka, [@B88]; Eggermont and Roberts, [@B12]; Parra and Pearlmutter, [@B66]; Sun et al., [@B86]; Norena, [@B60]). However, because ASSR amplitude is also enhanced by attention (Ross et al., [@B74]; Bidet-Caulet et al., [@B4]; Gander et al., [@B20], [@B19]; Müller et al., [@B54]), the effect of tinnitus on ASSR amplitude could in principle be an effect of attention in disguise. Those affected by tinnitus may direct attention to the auditory modality, to the ear affected by tinnitus, or even to the frequency or frequency range optimally corresponding to the equivalent tinnitus frequency or the dominant frequencies of the tinnitus spectrum. The two hypotheses are similar in that amplitude enhancement by attention of stimulus-evoked neural activity in the auditory pathway may be conceptualized in terms of attention-driven gain adjustment (Hillyard et al., [@B34]; Winkowski and Knudsen, [@B92]; Fritz et al., [@B14]; Winkowski and Knudsen, [@B93]). They differ in that the gain control hypothesis proper posits a modular autoregulatory process within the afferent auditory pathway while the gain-adjustment-by-attention hypothesis postulates that sensory activity is amplified by an interactive top-down process.

Not only the ASSR, but also several components of the transient auditory-evoked response, among them the auditory N1, are modulated by attention (Näätänen, [@B55]). The N1 component of the auditory-evoked potential and its magnetic counterpart, the N1m, occurs with a latency of approximately 100 ms in response to stimulus onset, stimulus offset, and stimulus change (Näätänen and Picton, [@B56]). The N1(m) receives contributions from the primary auditory cortex (Steinschneider et al., [@B83]), but the gravitational center of the N1(m) source has been localized to an auditory belt area in the planum temporale posterior to Heschl\'s gyrus (Pantev et al., [@B63]; Lütkenhöner and Steinsträter, [@B50]; Godey et al., [@B21]). While not much is known about attention effects on the offset and the change N1(m), there is ample evidence that the onset N1(m) shows attention enhancement effects (electrical: Hillyard et al., [@B33]; Picton and Hillyard, [@B67]), magnetic: (Arthur et al., [@B2]; Rif et al., [@B71]; Woldorff et al., [@B94]; Fujiwara et al., [@B17]). Moreover, N1 attention enhancement effects are significantly larger than ASSR attention enhancement effects (Okamoto et al., [@B61]). Thus, if the effect of tinnitus on ASSR amplitude were actually due to attention, similar, if not larger, amplitude enhancement effects should be found for the N1(m) component of the auditory-evoked response.

Previous studies on the N1 in tinnitus that reported tinnitus-related amplitude decrease rather than amplitude increase (e.g., Jacobson et al., [@B35]; Colding-Jorgensen et al., [@B5]; Jacobson and McCaslin, [@B36]; Walpurger et al., [@B90]) do not necessarily provide evidence against the attention hypothesis, as 1000 Hz sine tones exclusively were used as stimuli, whereas for most individuals affected the dominant tinnitus frequency is above 1000 Hz. Norena et al. ([@B59]) also presented 1000 Hz tones and reported an increase of the slope of the N1 amplitude-level function in tinnitus patients and Kadner et al. ([@B39]) obtained a steeper N1 amplitude-level function in tinnitus patients for tonal stimuli at the tinnitus frequency than for stimuli at lower frequencies. Thus, there remains a possibility that the N1 amplitude show attention-related enhancement effects mediated by tinnitus, especially with tonal stimuli close to the tinnitus frequency.

Here, we examine the N1m responses in a data-set that we have studied previously for the ASSR. Specifically, we look at N1m amplitude enhancement effects in tinnitus. If these were absent, it would seem unlikely that the tinnitus-associated ASSR amplitude enhancement effects observed previously (Diesch et al., [@B11], [@B8],[@B9]) are mediated by attention[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}. Secondly, we compare the amplitude of the N1m elicited by composite stimuli to the linear superposition sum of the amplitudes of the N1m responses elicited by the individual component stimuli. The frequency bands of the auditory system are not independent, but rather constitute a multi-stage lateral, or reciprocal, inhibiton network (Shamma and Symmes, [@B78]; Müller and Scheich, [@B53]; Vater et al., [@B89]; Rhode and Greenberg, [@B70]; Suga, [@B85]; Sutter et al., [@B87]; Jen et al., [@B37]; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., [@B45]). In the auditory cortex, integration of thalamocortical and intracortical inputs occurs over a range that spans a large proportion of the audible spectrum (Schulze and Langner, [@B81]; Kaur et al., [@B41]; Metherate et al., [@B52]). Attention affects sensory processing not only by increasing the gain, but also by increasing the selectivity of the receptive fields of single units (Fritz et al., [@B14]) and neural populations (Okamoto et al., [@B62]; Kauramäki et al., [@B42]; Neelon et al., [@B57]). Top-down control of reciprocal inhibition may be the mechanism or one of the mechanisms by means of which this increase of selectivity is accomplished. If it were, a putative tinnitus-related effect of attention on N1m amplitude should reduce the ratio of N1m response amplitude to composite to the superposition sum of N1m response amplitudes to component stimuli.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

MEG recordings of auditory-evoked responses that were previously examined for the ASSR (Diesch et al., [@B8]) were analyzed with regard to the N1m component. Patients were included in the study if their tinnitus had lasted for six months or longer and featured a dominant tonal or quasi-tonal component that an equivalent tinnitus frequency of at least 1000 Hz could be determined for. Controls did not present with tinnitus. Both patients and controls were selected only if they showed some high-frequency hearing loss above an audiometric edge, where the audiometric edge was defined as that point on the frequency axis at which the hearing loss function exhibited its largest downward slope. Thirty-six subjects, 18 tinnitus patients and 18 healthy controls, participated in the original study. Subjects gave written informed consent following procedures approved by the ethics committee of the University of Heidelberg. Because musicians exhibit larger auditory-evoked response amplitudes and, therefore, deliver better signal-to-noise ratios than non-musicians when presented with spectrally complex sounds (Pantev et al., [@B64]; Kuriki et al., [@B46]), half of the participants, eight of the patients and 10 of the controls, were selected to be musicians. Participants were assigned to the musician group if either they worked as professional musicians or earned a score of 25 or higher on the Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (AMMA) test (Gordon, [@B24], [@B25]), or both. Thus, there were four groups, musicians with tinnitus (group MT, *n* = 8, mean age = 44.4 years, SD = 12.7, range: 21--63), non-musicians with tinnitus (group NT, *n* = 10, mean age = 51.4 years, SD = 11.0, range: 21--58), musicians without tinnitus (group MN, *N* = 10, mean age = 36.1 years, SD = 11.3, range: 21--52), and non-musicians without tinnitus (group NN, *n* = 8, mean age = 44.3 years, SD = 13.7, range: 23--58). The groups did not differ significantly in sex and handedness, but tinnitus patients were marginally older than healthy controls \[*F*~(3,\ 32)~ = 2.68, *p* \< 0.07\]. Patients and controls did not significantly differ in musicality. As a result of the selection procedure, musicians had higher AMMA scores than non-musicians \[*F*~(1,\ 28)~ = 64.5, *p* \< 0.0001\].

The absolute threshold of hearing was obtained for 12 tonal frequencies between 125 Hz and 15 kHz (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Summary indices of hearing loss both in the stimulated and the non-stimulated ear were determined by computing averages across frequencies, i.e., from 125 Hz to 746 Hz for low frequency and from 1183 Hz to 15 kHz for high frequency hearing loss. The equivalent tonal frequency of the tinnitus was determined using a recursive two-interval forced-choice procedure, with pure tones presented in both of the intervals, which has proven a reliable measure of tinnitus frequency (Henry and Meikle, [@B32]; Henry et al., [@B31]). The tinnitus minimum masking level (TMML) was determined as the difference between the level that was just sufficient for masking the tinnitus and the threshold level at which the masker was just audible by using a narrow-band (0.7 critical bands) "low-noise noise" (Kohlrausch et al., [@B44]; Dau et al., [@B7]) masker the center frequency of which was equated with the tinnitus frequency. The German version of the Tinnitus Questionnaire (Hallam et al., [@B30]; Hallam, [@B29]) published by Goebel and Hiller ([@B22], [@B23]) with its subscales of tinnitus intrusiveness, cognitive and emotional distress, auditory and perceptual diffculties, somatic complaints, and sleep disturbances was used to measure tinnitus severity.

![**Hearing loss, in dB HL, in the stimulated ear (red line) and the non-stimulated ear (green line).** The inset bars show mean and standard deviation of the individually adjusted stimulus carrier frequencies for the sub-edge condition (S), the edge condition (E), and the (surrogate) tinnitus condition (T). NN: non-musicians without tinnitus, MN: musicians without tinnitus, NT: non-musicians with tinnitus, MT: musicians with tinnitus.](fnsys-06-00038-g0001){#F1}

Hearing loss (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) was more pronounced for patients than controls both for low \[125... 746 Hz: *F*~(1,\ 32)~ = 6.7, *p* \< 0.02\] and for high frequencies \[1.18... 15 kHz: *F*~(1,\ 32)~ = 10.6, *p* \< 0.005\]. For high frequencies, the stimulated ear was significantly worse than the non-stimulated ear \[*F*~(1,\ 32)~ = 8.28, *p* \< 0.01\]. Musicality and its interactions were not significant. Audiometric edge frequency did not differ significantly between patients and controls or musicians and non-musicians. Musicians with tinnituss did not differ from non-musicians with tinnitus with regard to tinnitus frequency, TMML, the tinnitus questionnaire total score, and the tinnitus questionnaire subscale scores.

The stimuli for the MEG-study were AM sine tones with a duration of 8192 ms, 20 ms onset and offset cosine ramps, and a modulation depth of 100%. The offset-to-onset inter-stimulus interval was allowed to vary randomly between 800 and 1200 ms. There were three individually adjusted carrier frequencies matching the tinnitus frequency in patients and the "surrogate tinnitus frequency" 1½ octaves above the audiometric edge frequency in controls (tinnitus condition: T), the audiometric edge frequency (edge condition: E), and a frequency 1½ octaves below the audiometric edge (sub-edge condition: S). There were three modulation frequencies set to 38.6, 40.6, and 42.6 Hz (conditions 38, 40, and 42). All possible combinations of carrier and modulation frequencies occurred equally often both in a single tone (S38, S40, S42, E38, E40, E42, T38, T40, T42) and a composite tone condition (S38_E40_T42, S40_E42_T38, S42_E38_T40). Composite tones were created through linear superposition of single tones.

With regard to composite tones, there is an important difference between the ASSR and the N1m. Single tones elicited an ASSR with a frequency equal to the stimulus modulation rate. As to be expected (Lins and Picton, [@B47]; Lins et al., [@B48]; John et al., [@B38]; Fujiki et al., [@B15]; Kaneko et al., [@B40]), composite tones elicited three simultaneous SSRs with frequencies equal to the three stimulus modulation rates that were extracted separately using appropriate bandpass filters (Diesch et al., [@B8]). Both single and composite tones elicited an N1m. However, it is not possible to decompose the composite tones N1m into component responses that one could attribute to the component tones. As a consequence, putative reciprocal inhibition among component N1m responses cannot be measured in the way that reciprocal inhibition between multiple ASSR components can be measured. For the ASSR, the amplitudes of the component responses in the composite stimulus condition may be compared to the respective same-modulation rate response in the single stimulus condition, with amplitude reduction in the composite stimulus condition indicating reciprocal inhibition and amplitude enhancement indicating reciprocal facilitation (Diesch et al., [@B8]). For the N1m, one has to find an estimate of the composite stimulus condition N1m amplitude free of putative reciprocal inhibition or facilitation effects. An estimate may be obtained by computing the source amplitude of the equivalent current source fitted to the linear superposition of the field distributions accounted for by the single stimulus condition N1m sources which, in turn, may be approximated by simply computing the sum of the single stimulus condition N1m source amplitudes (Diesch and Luce, [@B10]).

The neuromagnetic field was recorded with a 122-channel gradiometer (Neuromag, Helsinki, Finland). The analog signal was lowpass-filtered (330 Hz), highpass-filtered (0.03 Hz), and digitized with a digitization rate of 1000 Hz. The stimuli were delivered monaurally through a plastic tube to the ear with the larger amount of hearing loss above 1 kHz. The stimulus presentation sequence was randomized. The stimulus level was set to 50 dB sensation level (dB SL), measured with the participant seated under the dewar, both for single tone stimuli and composite tone component stimuli. The stimulus level was lowered, if the resulting level of the composite stimuli was uncomfortable to the participant or the extent of the hearing loss was such that the limits of the transmission system were reached. The minimum stimulus level used was 35 dB SL. The stimulus level was lowered for four participants of group NT (3 × 35, 40 dB SL), three participants of group MT (2 × 35, 40 dB SL), and one participant of group NN (40 dB SL). However, for any one participant the same stimulus level (re sensation level) was used throughout. Due to their more pronounced high frequency hearing loss, the need to lower the stimulus level arose more frequently for tinnitus patients than for controls. Stimuli were equated re sensation level rather than in perceived loudness, because both ASSR and N1m amplitudes were intended to be studied as indicators of auditory system gain.

In accordance with the earlier ASSR analysis (Diesch et al., [@B8]), the N1m was analyzed in the source domain using source space projection. To obtain the requisite spatial projection filter, the raw MEG signal was highpass-filtered at 1 Hz and lowpass-filtered at 30 Hz. Epochs of 500 ms duration including a 200 ms prestimulus baseline interval were extracted from the continuous data. Epochs exceeding 3000 fT/cm in amplitude were discarded. A grand average was computed across all stimulus conditions. Dipole source analysis was conducted using the BESA Ver. 5.2 software (MEGIS Software GmbH, Munich, Germany). A source model with two equivalent current dipoles, one in either hemisphere, was selected. Source fits were deemed acceptable if the equivalent sources were located in the supratemporal plane and the residual variance was 15% or less. The average residual variance obtained was 8.9% (SD = 3.73). Because of a bad source fit resulting from low signal amplitude one of the NT group participants was excluded from the N1m analysis. Following Hämälainen et al. ([@B28]) and Robinson ([@B72]), the unfiltered raw data were projected into the source domain, with the dipoles of the source model being used as the spatial projection filter. This resulted in two continuous source domain data streams representing activity of the auditory cortices of the left and the right hemisphere at the locations of the N1m sources. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the outcome of the application of the source space projection filter, not to the raw data, however, but to the grand average that was computed across all stimulus conditions.

![**Source space projection applied to the grand average of one representative participant.** The signal was highpass-filtered at 1 Hz and lowpass-filtered at 30 Hz and exhibits prominent onset and offset N1m deflections.](fnsys-06-00038-g0002){#F2}

The source domain time series were exported to MATLAB for further analysis. The exported continuous source domain data were highpass-filtered (1 Hz), lowpass-filtered (30 Hz), and selectively averaged with hemisphere and stimulus type, i.e., the three carrier frequencies of the single stimulus condition and the composite stimuli of the composite stimulus condition, as conditions for epochs of 500 ms duration. The modulation rate conditions were pooled in the averaging process. The epochs included a 200 ms pre-stimulus baseline interval. The N1m response peak was determined as the amplitude maximum within an analysis windows extending from 80 ms to 140 ms re-stimulus onset.

The N1m reciprocal inhibition ratio was defined as the ratio of source amplitude in the composite stimulus condition and the linear superposition sum of the source amplitudes in the three single stimulus conditions. Thus, larger reciprocal inhibition ratios indicate smaller amounts of reciprocal inhibition. The single stimulus condition N1m source amplitude data were submitted to a multivariate analysis of variance (SPSS GLM) with source amplitude as the dependent variable, hemisphere and tonal frequency as repeated measurement factors, and tinnitus status and musicality as grouping factors. Analysis of the data from the composite stimulus condition and of the reciprocal inhibition ratios was done accordingly, with hemisphere as a repeated measurement factor and tinnitus status and musicality as grouping factors.

Results {#s3}
=======

In the single stimulus condition, there were two statistically significant main effects of N1m source amplitude, hemisphere \[*T*^2^~(1,\ 31)~ = 0.879, *p* \< 0.0005\] and tonal frequency \[*T*^2^~(2,\ 30)~ = 1.021, *p* \< 0.0005\]. The mean N1m source amplitude, across tonal frequencies, was larger in the contralateral (42.0 nAm) than in the ipsilateral hemisphere (30.5 nAm). Averaged across hemispheres, N1m amplitude was largest in the sub-edge condition (42.3 nAm), intermediate in the edge condition (35.0 nAm), and smallest in the (surrogate) tinnitus condition (31.4 nAm). The same pattern was shown by tinnitus patients and healthy controls both in the contra- and the ipsilateral hemisphere (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The difference between tinnitus patients and controls did not attain significance and neither did the grouping factor of musicality or any of the interactions. When the analysis was re-run with age and low and high frequency hearing loss in the stimulated and the non-stimulated ear as covariates, the effect of frequency was preserved \[*T*^2^~(2,\ 23)~ = 0.45, *p* \< 0.02\], but the effect of hemisphere was not \[*T*^2^~(1,\ 24)~ = 0.15, n.s.\]. However, the interaction of musicality and hemisphere attained significance \[*T*^2^~(1,\ 24)~ = 0.19, *p* \< 0.05\]. The difference between contra- and ipsilateral hemisphere was larger for musicians than for non-musicians.

![**(A)** N1m source amplitude in the single stimulus condition for the contra- and the ipsilateral hemisphere, relative to the stimulated ear, in tinnitus patients and healthy controls for the tonal frequency conditions of sub-edge frequency, edge frequency, and (surrogate) tinnitus frequency. The error bars represent the standard error of measurement. **(B)** The reciprocal inhibition ratio, i.e., the ratio of source amplitude in the composite stimulus condition and the linear superposition sum of the source amplitudes in the three single stimulus conditions, in the contra- and the ipsilateral hemisphere, relative to the stimulated ear, of tinnitus patients, and healthy controls. The error bars represent the standard error of measurement. **(C)** Sub-edge, edge, and (surrogate) tinnitus single and composite stimulus condition ASSR source amplitude in tinnitus patients and healthy controls \[as reported in Diesch et al. ([@B8])\]. The error bars represent the standard error of measurement.](fnsys-06-00038-g0003){#F3}

On the face of it and in accordance with Colding-Jorgensen et al. ([@B5]); Jacobson et al. ([@B35]); Jacobson and McCaslin ([@B36]); and Walpurger et al. ([@B90]); mean N1m source amplitude was smaller for patients than controls (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), but the difference failed to attain significance, possibly because of the use of individually adjusted tonal stimulus frequencies which may have generated additional between-subject variance. After two outliers with exceptionally large N1m amplitudes were removed from the group of musicians without tinnitus and the analysis was rerun using a hierarchical sum-of-squares decomposition approach (SPSS GLM SSTYPES = 1) which adjusted every term of the ANOVA model for the log of the individual audiometric edge frequency, not only the main effects of hemisphere \[*T*^2^~(1,\ 25)~ = 1.18, *p* \< 0.0005\] and frequency \[*T*^2^~(2,\ 24)~ = 1.16, *p* \< 0.0005\], but also the interactions between tinnitus status and musicality \[*F*~(1,\ 25)~ = 7.69, *p* \< 0.01\], tinnitus status and hemisphere \[*T*^2^~(1,\ 25)~ = 0.21, *p* \< 0.05\], and tinnitus status, hemisphere, and frequency \[*T*^2^~(2,\ 24)~ = 0.31, *p* \< 0.05\] attained significance. The difference between patients and controls was larger for non-musicians than musicians and larger for the ipsilateral than for the contralateral hemisphere, especially in the sub-edge condition. Simple effects testing revealed that patients showed marginally smaller N1m amplitudes than controls among non-musicians \[*F*~(1,\ 25)~ = 3.80, *p* \< 0.07\], for the ipsilateral hemisphere \[*F*~(1,\ 25)~ = 4.95, *p* \< 0.05\], and for the sub-edge condition within the ipsilateral hemisphere \[*F*~(1,\ 25)~ = 9.73, *p* \< 0.005\].

In the composite stimulus condition, the effects of hemisphere and musicality were statistically significant. N1m source amplitude was larger in the contralateral than in the ipsilateral hemisphere \[*T*^2^~(1,\ 31)~ = 1.159, *p* \< 0.0005\] and larger in musicians than in non-musicians \[*F*~(1,\ 31)~ = 4.578, *p* \< 0.05\]. The musicality-by-hemisphere interaction was marginally significant \[*T*^2^~(1,\ 31)~ = 0.133, *p* \< 0.06\]. The hemisphere difference was marginally larger for musicians (cH: 88.0 nAm, iH: 59.8 nAm) than non-musicians (cH: 55.1 nAm, iH: 40.5 nAm).

Tinnitus patients and healthy controls differed with regard to N1m reciprocal inhibition. The N1m reciprocal inhibition score, i.e., the ratio of source amplitude in the composite stimulus condition and the superposition sum of the source amplitudes in the three single stimulus conditions, was significantly larger in patients than in healthy controls \[*F*~(1,\ 31)~ = 8.9, *p* \< 0.01\]. Thus, the patients showed less reciprocal inhibition than the controls (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The factors of musicality and hemisphere and all the possible interactions they were part of did not attain significance.

For comparison, Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows single tone ASSR amplitudes and composite tone ASSR component amplitudes (Diesch et al., [@B8]). In patients, ASSR amplitude was significantly larger in the tinnitus than in the edge condition \[*F*~(1,\ 34)~ = 5.7, *p* \< 0.025\]. In controls, ASSR amplitude was significantly smaller in the edge \[*F*~(1,\ 34)~ = 20.2, *p* \< 0.005\] and the surrogate tinnitus condition \[*F*~(1,\ 34)~ = 4.8, *p* \< 0.05\] than in the sub-edge condition. There were significant interactions of mode of presentation (single, composite) and tinnitus status \[*F*~(1,\ 32)~ = 10.5, *p* \< 0.005\] and mode of presentation, carrier frequency, and tinnitus status \[*T*^2^~(2,\ 31)~ = 0.35, *p* \< 0.01\]. Inspection of the interactions shows that, except for the edge condition, ASSR amplitude was larger in the composite than in the single presentation condition in patients. Throughout, ASSR amplitude was smaller for the composite than the single condition in controls. The composite condition amplitude reduction in the edge condition was larger for controls than for patients.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

When single tones were presented, the N1m source amplitude was larger in the hemisphere contralatersal than in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the stimulated ear. This laterality effect is in agreement with previous N1m findings (Pantev et al., [@B65]). N1m amplitude was largest for sub-edge tonal frequencies, intermediate for edge frequencies, and smallest for (surrogate) tinnitus frequencies. This is in agreement with the observation that, above approximately 1000 Hz, N1m amplitude decreases as a function of frequency (Pantev et al., [@B63]; Fujioka et al., [@B16]; Gabriel et al., [@B18]). These findings were preserved when age and hearing loss were entered as covariates into the analysis. N1m source amplitude was not larger in tinnitus patients than in healthy controls in any of the tonal frequency conditions, the (surrogate) tinnitus frequency included. If anything, N1m source amplitude was smaller for patients than controls, but this apparent difference, which is in agreement with previous reports on the amplitude of the N1 in tinnitus (Jacobson et al., [@B35]; Colding-Jorgensen et al., [@B5]; Jacobson and McCaslin, [@B36]; Walpurger et al., [@B90]), did not attain statistical significance as a main effect. This may be due to the additional between-subject variance generated by the individual adjustment of stimulus carrier frequencies. Simple effects testing after inclusion of the audiometric edge frequency into the ANOVA model showed that, among non-musicians, for the hemisphere ipsilateral to the stimulated ear, and for the sub-edge frequency within the ipsilateral hemisphere, patients exhibited smaller N1m amplitudes than controls. This partially accords with the findings of Colding-Jorgensen et al. ([@B5]); Jacobson et al. ([@B35]); Jacobson and McCaslin ([@B36]); and Walpurger et al. ([@B90]); and it is tempting to interpret it in terms of a refractory state that the tinnitus signal may produce for the N1m generator according to Jacobson and McCaslin ([@B36]). However, the difference between patients and controls was largest in the sub-edge condition within the ipsilateral hemisphere, not the (surrogate) tinnitus condition. It could also be the result of the fact that stimulus level had to be lowered below 50 dB SL more often for patients than for controls.

As in the single stimulus condition, in the composite stimulus condition the N1m amplitude was larger in the hemisphere contralateral than in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the stimulated ear. While this difference was not significant in the single stimulus condition, N1m amplitude was larger in musicians than in non-musicians in the composite stimulus condition. This finding corresponds to previous reports concerning the processing of spectrally complex stimuli in musicians (Pantev et al., [@B64]; Kuriki et al., [@B46]; Baumann et al., [@B3]; but see Schneider et al., [@B79] and Lütkenhöner et al., [@B49] for evidence to the contrary).

Qualitatively, the pattern of N1m source amplitude findings in patients and controls matches the one for ASSR source amplitude in controls obtained in earlier studies. In Diesch et al. ([@B8]), ASSR source amplitude in controls was smaller in the edge and the surrogate tinnitus frequency conditions than in the sub-edge condition and the edge and the surrogate tinnitus frequency condition did not differ significantly. However, in tinnitus patients, ASSR source amplitude was significantly larger in the tinnitus condition than in the edge condition. ASSR amplitude is affected by attention (Ross et al., [@B74]; Bidet-Caulet et al., [@B4]; Gander et al., [@B20], [@B19]; Müller et al., [@B54]) and the perception of tinnitus and activity enhancement effects associated with tinnitus have frequently been interpreted in terms of attentional processes (Newman et al., [@B58]; Cuny et al., [@B6]; Zenner et al., [@B95]; Searchfield et al., [@B82]; Knobel and Sanchez, [@B43]; Gu et al., [@B26]; Rauschecker et al., [@B69]). Accordingly, it seems important to come to a conclusion on the the ASSR enhancement effect in tinnitus. Given that N1m attention enhancement effects are significantly larger than ASSR attention enhancement effects in healthy controls (Okamoto et al., [@B61]), if the ASSR amplitude enhancement effect in tinnitus were an effect of attention, an amplitude enhancement effects should also be found for the N1m. However, in the current study, the amplitude enhancement effect was conspicuously absent from the N1m source amplitude data. This renders it unlikely that the enhancement effect of tinnitus on ASSR amplitude is due to top-down effect of attention and strengthens the hypothesis of autoregulatory gain control being inherent to the functioning of the subcortical nuclei of the afferent auditory pathway and the primary and non-primary auditory cortex fields.

The finding that the N1m reciprocal inhibition score was significantly larger in patients than in healthy controls indicates that reciprocal inhibition was reduced in patients and structurally matches earlier ASSR findings. Diesch et al. ([@B8]) studied the ASSR to single AM tones and the ASSR to superpositions of three AM-tones differing in carrier and modulation frequency. Modulation frequency-specific ASSR components were recovered by bandpass filtering. Compared to the response to single AM-tones, ASSR components in the composite stimulus condition were reduced in amplitude in healthy controls, but increased in tinnitus patients. In controls, multiple response components seemed to reciprocally inhibit one another, but in tinnitus patients there seemed to be reciprocal facilitation.

It may be argued that the reduction of reciprocal inhibition in tinnitus provides further evidence against the attention hypothesis. Attention affects sensory processing not only by increasing the gain, but also by increasing the selectivity of single unit receptive fields (Fritz et al., [@B14]) and of the response of populations of single units (Okamoto et al., [@B62]; Kauramäki et al., [@B42]; Neelon et al., [@B57]). As reciprocal inhibition among parallel sensory input streams is capable of sharpening the distinctiveness of each of them, the top-down control of reciprocal inhibition may be one of the mechanisms of attention. The reduction of reciprocal inhibition shown by tinnitus patients both with respect to the ASSR and the N1m is the opposite of what would be expected under the hypothesis of attention-directed modulation of sensory input streams.

The conclusion that attention does not account for the ASSR enhancement effect in tinnitus does not mean that there are no effects of tinnitus on attention and cognitive performance and no role of attention in tinnitus development and maintenance. Stroop paradigm, auditory working memory, and divided attention studies have provided evidence for attention and performance deficits in tinnitus patients (Andersson et al., [@B1]; Rossiter et al., [@B76]; Stevens et al., [@B84]) that suggests that tinnitus may curtail the focussing of attention on external stimuli. Neither does it mean that attention could not be involved in the plastic changes that generate gain change and activity enhancement effects in the primary afferent auditory pathway and the auditory cortex. The patients investigated in the present study on N1m amplitude and in the Diesch et al. ([@B8]) study on ASSR amplitude represented a chronic condition, with a reported mean duration of the tinnitus since its onset of 13 years, six months. While attention does not seem to account for tinnitus-related ASSR amplitude enhancement in this population, it is possible that this may be an altogether different matter in a population of acute patients. At least some forms of training-induced cortical plasticity (Polley et al., [@B68]; Fahle, [@B13]) may require top-down attentional control. This may also be true of the neuroplasticity that is induced by cochlear lesions and may result in tinnitus (Zenner et al., [@B95]).
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^1^Following the logic laid out by Okamoto et al. ([@B61]), the sustained field could also have been examined. We were prevented from doing this because an analog highpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.03 Hz was used in the original recording. Extraction and analysis of the sustained field require DC recordings.
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